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0. Introduction. In 1951 Aronszajn [5] outlined a general procedure for 
approximating the eigenvalues of a real quadratic form 33 relative to a 
positive definite quadratic form 9(, where 21 and 33 are defined on a vector 
space V and 33 is completely continuous with respect to 2(. This procedure 
encompassed all the then known variational approximation techniques, 
including the Rayleigh-Ritz, Weinstein, and Aronszajn methods. Briefly 
stated, the procedure is as follows : 

The original eigenvalue problem is replaced by an auxiliary problem 
determined by a pair of forms (330, 9ï0). The auxiliary problem is so chosen 
as to be explicitly solvable and such that its eigenvalues give approxima
tions, however bad, to the corresponding eigenvalues of the original prob
lem. These initial approximations are improved by introducing inter
mediate problems, whose eigenvalues give successively better (or at least 
no worse) approximations to those of the original problem. The auxiliary 
problem and the intermediate problems are chosen using the so-called 
monotony principles, and the eigenvalues of the intermediate problems 
are computed using those of the auxiliary problem and certain perturba
tion determinants (often called Weinstein-Aronszajn determinants). De
pending on the method used, one gets either upper or lower approxima
tions to the eigenvalues of the original problem. By using different 
methods, one can obtain both upper and lower approximations (and there
fore a posteriori error estimates). 

In [5] Aronszajn described how the above procedure could be applied in 
the case of four basic approximation methods, derived the corresponding 
Weinstein-Aronszajn determinants, and investigated the convergence of 
the approximating eigenvalues to the corresponding eigenvalues of the 
original problem. For three of the methods considered he was able to 
show the convergence under relatively mild and "natural" hypotheses. 
For the fourth method (Aronszajn's method) he was able to show it only 
under the additional hypothesis that % be equivalent to 2(. He left open 
the questions of whether this hypothesis is necessary or whether conver-
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gence holds for this method under milder hypotheses than sufficed for the 
other methods. 

Since 1951, the theory of variational approximation methods has been 
greatly enlarged. Many generalizations, extensions, variations, and ap
plications have been discovered (see [12] [23] [24] and the references cited 
there), most still within the general framework outlined above. The theory 
of Weinstein-Aronszajn determinants has also been much generalized 
[6] [9] [10] [13] [15], and many useful and important convergence results 
for variational approximation methods have been obtained (e.g., [11] [16] 
[17] [18] [19]). Most of these convergence results, however, have confined 
themselves to a particular method and often to special settings; e.g., when 
2I0 is equivalent to 2(. 

The aims of the present paper are to investigate the questions of con
vergence in the general framework proposed by Aronszajn in [5], to obtain 
convergence criteria which will be useful in formulation of the intermediate 
problems, and to provide answers to some of the questions raised by 
Aronszajn in [5]. These investigations are carried out using the theory of 
discrete convergence of Banach spaces in the form developed by Stummel 
[20] [21] [22]. 

In §1 it is shown how this theory can be adapted to the study of 
eigenvalue approximations, and a general convergence theorem is derived 
using the notion of discrete compactness. In §2 this result is used to obtain 
convergence criteria in a form applicable to variational methods. Necessity 
and sufficiency of these conditions is investigated in this section and in 
§3. 

In §4 the convergence criteria are applied to the four basic types of 
approximation methods considered by Aronszajn, and the convergence 
results of [5] are recovered. In §5 the special case of Aronszajn's method 
is investigated in detail and some of Aronszajn's original questions an
swered. 

Finally, in §§ 6 and 7, some special cases and variations of Arons
zajn's method are discussed, and applications of the convergence criteria 
of §2 are illustrated. 

1. Discrete convergence and the basic approximation theorem. Let V be 
a (non-trivial) complex vector space, and 2(, 2f0> 2(i,... be positive definite 
quadratic forms on V. Assume also that V is separable with respect to the 
norm 2(1/2. We shall say that {8(„} forms a discrete approximation to 2( on 
V provided 9(w(v) -> 8t(v) for every v e V. Let X, X0, Xl9... be the Hilbert 
space completions of V with respect to the norms 2(1/2, 2(o/2, 8tl/2, ... 
respectively. 

DEFINITION 1.1. Let xeX and {xn} be a sequence such that xn e Xm 

n = 0, 1, ... . Then 
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1. {xn} converges weakly discretely to x (written xn-^d x) if and only if 
the sequence {8ï„(xJ} is bounded and 2(w(xw, v) -> 2((x, v) Vv e V. 

2. {xn} converges discretely to x (written xn ->d x) if and only if xn -»d x 
and %(xn) -> «(*). 

LEMMA 1.1. 1. xn ->d 0 if and only if 9tw(xw) -> 0. 
2. v ->d v for every v e K 
3. If «„(*„) g Mforn = 0, 1, ... fAe/i 

a. x„ -*rf x j /am/ o«/y i/ S(w(xw, j>n) -> 8((x, j>) whenever y n-^dy. 
b. x„--d x if and only if %n(xm yn) -> 2((x, j ) whenever yn ->d y. 

PROOF. Parts 1 and 2 are obvious. To prove 3 : 
a. Assume 9(w(xM, yn) -> 3((x, ;/) whenever yn-»dy. Then S(w(xw, v) 

-> S((x, v) for all v e V9 so x„ ->rf x. But then also 9(M(x„) = 9(w(xw, xw) 
-» 9((x, x) = 8((x) by hypothesis; i.e., xn -+d x. 

Conversely, if xn ->d x, let yn -*dy. Given e > 0, choose v e V such that 
2I(x - v) < e2. Then 

2T„(xw - v) = «„(*,) - 2 7 ^ 2 ^ v) + SWv) 
-> 8I(JC) - 2R e 8t(x, v) + 8t(v) = «(* - v) < £2. 

Let JV be such that W(y), Wn(yn) è N2. Then 

| «„(*„ ^ ) - «(*, j/) | £ |«„(*„ ^ ) - «„(v, yn) | + 18(w(v, J,,) - «(v, j>) | 

+ | « ( V , J O - « ( * , ; > ) | 

^ «„(*,, - v)i/28rw(^)i/2 + |3(W(V,JV> - 8t(v,^)| 

+ «(v - x)*/2 8((j)1/2, 

so lim sup \%n{xw yn) -2((x, y)\ ^ 2eN. Therefore 8ïB(x„, yn) -> 2((x, j ) . 
b. Assume 2(„(xM, >>M) -> 9((x, y) whenever yn -*d y. Then in particular 

2(w(xw, v) -> 2((x, v) for all v e V, so that x„ ^ r f x. The converse follows as 
in the proof of a. 

THEOREM 1.1. {Xn] forms a discrete approximation to X in the sense of 
Stummel [20, section 1.1], i.e., 

1. For every x e J , there is a sequence {xn} with xn e Xn such that xn -*d x. 
2. If xn ->d x, then «„(*,) -> «(*). 
3. If xn ->d x and yn ->d y, then axn + ßyn ->d ax + ßy for all a, ß e C. 

PROOF. Parts 2 and 3 follows immediately form Definition 1.1 and 
Lemma 1.1.3. To prove part 1 note that all three of the above properties 
hold for Fin place of X; i.e., {Xn} is a discrete approximation to the dense 
subspace Kof X. But then, given x e A^and e > 0, there exists by the proof 
of [20, Lemma 4.1.6], xn eXn,u„eV,ueV such that un-+du, 2((x - u) ^ e2, 
and lim sup 9(n(xw - un) ^ e2. Then for all veV, 
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lim sup | %n{xn, v) - 5t(x, v) | 

^ lim sup [\%H(xn9 v) - %n{un, v)| + |8Tw(ww, v)-8l(i/, v)| 

4- |8f(w, v) - 2T(x, v)|] g 2sM, 

where STw(v)1/2, 8((v)1/2 ^ M, and 

lim sup [2U>„)1/2 - 3t(x)1/2| 

^ lim sup [«„(*„ - ww)1/2 4- |äw0O1 /2 - 8(w(W)i/2| + «„(a - x)^} 

Therefore Wn(xw v) -» 2ï(x, v) v G V and 2(w(x„) -• SI(x); i.e., xw ->rf x. 
The theorem is proved. 

Given a subsequence {9(„y} of {8(w}, note that {Xnj} is still a discrete 
approximation to A". Therefore the notions of discrete and weakly discrete 
convergence of sequences {xnj} with xn e Xn. are well defined. In view of 
the separability of J w e have [20, Theorem 2.3.1]: 

PROPOSITION 1.1. Let {8(„(xM)} be a bounded sequence, xn e Xn, n = 0, 
1, . . . . Then there exists a subsequence {xn} of {xn} and an element x e X 
such that xn. -»d x. 

Next, let 93, 230, Söi, ••• t>e r e a l quadratic forms on V which are com
pletely continuous with respect to 9(, 8f0, 2ïl5... respectively. Then 93, 
930, 93i, ... can be continuously extended to X, XQ, Xx, ... respectively. We 
introduce the following condition : 

(C) *„ -< / *=> »„(*„) - 83(x). 

REMARK 1.1. Let ||93J|W be the bound of 93„ with respect to 3(w, so that 
|93„(v)| g | |a3X8tn(v)forallveK. 

If the sequence {||93J|W} is bounded, then condition (C)is equivalent to 
the condition 

vn eV,vn-^dx^ 93w(vw) - 93«. 

REMARK 1.2. The forms 93, 93w define compact operators B, Bn on X, Xn 

respectively according to the formula 

93(x, y) = K(Bx, y), 93„(x, y) = %n(Bn x9 y). 

Condition (C) then says that ({Bn}, B) is weakly discretely compact in the 
sense of Stummel [20]. In other contexts [4] [17] this notion appears under 
the name of "collective compactness." 

The following theorem is simply a restatement of [21, Theorem 3.1.8]: 

THEOREM 1.2. Let the positive definite quadratic forms 2(w, n = 0, 1, ... 
form a discrete approximation to 9( on V. Let 93, 93w be real quadratic 
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forms on V completely continuous with respect to 2(, 2(„ respectively, n = 0, 
1, ... . Let X be an eigenvalue of'33 wzV/z respect to 21 of mulitplicity m > 0, 
#«d P /3e z7ze orthogonal projection of X onto the eigenspace corresponding 
to /I. #"{||33J|„} is bounded and if condition (C)>holds, then for all sufficiently 
large n there exist eigenvalues À", ..., ln

m of 33w with respect to 2fw such that 
I) -> /I for every j = 1, ..., AW. Moreover, ifPn is the orthogonal projection 
ofXn onto the direct sum of the eigenspaces corresponding to Aï, ..., fy then 
P„v -*d Pvfor every v e V. 

For variational approximation methods the conditions of Theorem 1.2 
suffice to insure the convergence of the eigenvalues of the intermediate 
problems to those of the original problem. However, condition (C), while 
simple to state, is difficult to verify. Our purpose in the remaining sections 
will be to obtain conditions on the forms 33w, 2(w which will imply condition 
(C) but will be easier to verify. 

2. The general setting. From now on 2(, 2l0, 8tl5 ... will always denote 
positive definite quadratic forms on the complex vector space V and 33, 
S3o, $i, ••• will denote real quadratic forms on V which are completely 
continuous with respect to 2(, 2X0, 2(i, •• respectively. In addition, we shall 
always assume that V is separable with respect to 2I1/2. 

EJEFINITION 2.1. The sequence {(33w, 2(„)} is an allowable approximation 
to (33, 21) on V if and only if the following conditions are satisfied: 

(A 1 ) %(v) -> 2((v) for all v e V. 
(A2) There is a positive definite form $lLB on V such that %LB ^ 2( and 

KLB ^ 2(n for « = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 
(A3) © is completely continuous with respect to 2fL5 (and therefore 

is completely continuous with respect to each 2(„). 
(A4) 1133 - 33JL - 0. 

REMARK 2.1. The conditions (Al) through (A4) are quite similar to but 
somewhat weaker than the conditions formulated by Aronszajn in [5]. For 
variational approximation methods (A3) is always satisfied with either 
%LB = Sfo or 2(L# = 2(. For specific methods it is reasonably simple to 
choose the approximating problems so that the remaining conditions are 
satisfied (see, e.g., [5]), 

REMARK 2.2. It follows from (A4) that the eigenvalues of 33w relative 
<iln converge to those of S3 relative 2( if and only if those of 33 relative 2(„ 
do. Thus in proofs we will often assume that 33w = 33, n = 0, 1, ... . 

Let {(33„, 2fw)} be an allowable approximation to (33, 2() in V. Then 
{2(n} is a discrete approximation to 2(, and the notions of discrete and 
weakly discrete convergence are defined. Also, conditions (A1)-(A4) 
insure that {||33J|W} is bounded. Therefore convergence of the eigenvalues 
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of S3M relative 2(w to those of S3 relative S( is insured provided condition (C) 
holds. In this connection note also that Remark 1.1 applies. 

Let XLB be the Hilbert space completion of V with respect to 2fLß
1/2 

and c : X -* XLB be the unique bounded linear transformation such that 
cv = v for all v e V. Let 33LB be the continuous extension of S3 to XLB. 
Then clearly 

(2.1) 33(x, y) = %LB(cx, cy) for all x,yeX. 

[Choose sequences {un}, {vn} in V which converge to x, y respectively 
in X. They then converge to ex, cy respectively in XLB and S3(x, y) = 
lim S3(ww, vn) = %LB(cx, oOJ 

PROPOSITION 2.1. Let {(S3„, 2(w)} be an allowable approximation for 
(S3, $0 on K Then (C) is equivalent to each of the following 

(CO vn eV,vn^dx=> 33„(vw, v) - S3(x, v) for all v e V, 

(C") v„ e K, vw ̂  x, vw —ÄLB x' => S3(x) = S3Lß(x0, 

and (C) is implied by the condition 

(B) vn e V, vn -±d x, vn -2jLß x' => xf = ex. 

PROOF. By property (A4) no generality is lost if we assume .33M = S3. 
Property (A3) insures that if vn^%LB x', then S3(v„) -> S3LßCx0- The equiv
alence of (C) and (C) follows easily from this fact, Remark 1.1, and Pro
position 1.1. Clearly, also, (C) implies (C). 

If (CO holds and if vn - r f x, vn -^%LB x' then by (2.1), (C), and (A3), 

%LB{cx, v) = 33(x, v) = lim S3(v„, v) = 33Lß(x', v) for all v e V. 

Hence by continuity ^BLB(ex, y) — S3L#(X', y) for all y e XLB and 

»/*(*') = %LB(X', X') = %LB(cx, xf) = %LB(cx, ex) = S3(x, x) = S3(x). 

Thus (Cr) implies (C"). 
Since clearly (B) implies (C"), the theorem is proved. 

The advantage of condition (B) is that it is expressed entirely in terms 
of 2Ï and its approximating forms 2(w. Thus we have: 

THEOREM 2.1. Let 81, {W„}n=o,i,... be so chosen that (Al) and (A2) hold. 
If also (B) is satisfied then the eigenvalues of S3„ relative 8(w converge to 
those of S3 relative 2( for every S3 which satisfies (A3) and every sequence 
{S3W} which satisfies (A4). 

Although (B) is not in general equivalent to (C), in some cases it is. In 
other cases, condition (B) follows automatically from (Al) and (A2). 

PROPOSITION 2.2. Let {(S3„, 8(„)} be an allowable approximation to (S3, 2f) 
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on V, and let %5LB be the continuous extension of $5 to XLB. I/^SLB ^ positive 
definite on XLB, then (B) is equivalent to (C). 

PROOF. Assume (C) holds, and let vn -±d x, vn -*%LB x'. Then 33(v, ex) = 
23Lß(v, x') or S3(v, x' — ex) = 0 for all v e V. Choose a sequence {un} in 
Ksuch that un -*%LB x' — x. Then ^8LBÌ.X' — ex) = 0, so x' = ex. 

PROPOSITION 2.3. Let 8f, {«„} satisfy (Al) and(A2) with 8TLß = St. Then 
(B) «• satisfied. 

PROOF. For each n = 0, 1, ..., 2((v) ^ 9f„(v) for all ve V. Hence there 
is a bounded self-adjoint linear operator An on Xn such that 

(2.1) 2f„G4Mw, v) = »(«/, v) for all v e K. 

Let ue V. Then 

or ^ \ \K(Anu, v)|2 |9f(w, v)|2 

ve^V WnKV) v^V Un(V) 

(2-2) «fvi 
^ 9Ï(W) s u p - 1 % - ^ «(«). 

» e 7 V1W(V) 
By (2.1) and (2.2), Anu-*d u. Moreover, since 9(w(w) -• 2f(w)> for every e > 0 
there exists an N such that forn^N 

Thus (1 - £)«(!/) £ ?U^w) ^ «(w) for « ^ N; i.e., «„(4,*) -• «(«). 
Thus Anu -±d Au, for all ue V. 

Finally, let for all vn e V, vn-^dx. By Lemma 1.1.3 %(vn9 u) = 
2(„(v„, Anu) -» 8((x, u) for all W G F , so (B) clearly holds. 

PROPOSITION 2.4. Le/ % {%} satisfy (Al) and {kl) with %LB ^ %n ^ % 
n = 0, 1, ... . 7/'S( w equivalent to 2(̂ 5 *Ae« (B) /s satisfied. 

PROOF. Since S( and tyLB are equivalent we may take XLB = X and c the 
identity operator on X. For « = 0 , 1, ... let Ln be the bounded self-adjoint 
linear operator on X such that 

(2.3) %(Lnu, v) = 2Tw(w, v) for all u, v e V. 

Then |3T(L„w, w)| = \Wn(u)\ ^ 9((w)for all we K, so | |LJ| ^ 1. Using 
this fact and (2.3) we see easily that Lnv -+% v for all v e V. (The operators 
Mn = 1 — Ln are non-negative bounded self-adjoint operators which 
converge weakly to zero in X and hence converge strongly to zero [14, 
Cor. 3.2, page 452]). 

Let vn -^d x, vn -^%LB x''. Then vn -*a x\ so for all v e V 
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%(x, v) = lim 3t„(v„, v) = lim 2ï(v„, L„v) = %(x', v). 
n n 

Therefore x = x' and (B) is satisfied. 

3. The necessity of condition (B). Let {(23„, 2(w)} be an allowable ap
proximation to (23, SI) on V. Then condition (B) is a sufficient, but not in 
general a necessary, condition for the convergence of the eigenvalues of 
23„ relative 8(w to those of 23 relative 21. In this section, however, we shall 
prove a converse to Theorem 2.1; more specifically, we shall show that 
condition (B) is necessary if convergence of the eigenvalues is to hold for 
all appropriate choices of 23 and {23„}. First we consider a special case 
where condition (C) is necessary for convergence of the approximating 
eigenvalues. 

PROPOSITION 3.1. Let 3(, {2(„} satisfy (Al) and (A2) and let 23 be a real 
quadratic form of rank one on V, bounded with respect to %LB. (Thus 
{(23, 8(J} is an allowable approximation to {(23, 21)} on ^0 Let À be the non
zero eigenvalue of 23 relative 2( and Xn be the non-zero eigenvalue of 23 
relative 2(w, n = 0, 1, .... Then Xn -> À if and only if condition (C) holds. 

PROOF. 23 defines operators B, Bn on X, Xn respectively by the equations 

(3.1) 23(w, v) = %(Bu, v) = %n(Bnu, v) for all w, v G V. 

Since 23 has rank one, then B = ÀP, Bn = ÀPn, where P, Pn are orthogonal 
projections in X, Xn respectively with one dimensional range. Thus 

23(w, v) = ÀJin(Pnu, v) = ÀVKPu, v),23(w) = XnKn(Pnu) = X$l(Pu). 

If ln -» /I, then 

%n(Pnu, v) = U~liä(Pu, v) - <U(Pu, v), %n(Pnu) = XA-^(PU) -> 2t(Pw). 

Thus Pnu ->d Pu for all u e V. Let vn e V, vn -^d x. Then 

23(w, vn) = XJin(Pnu, vn) -+ M(Pu, x) = 23(w, x) for all u e V. 

It follows that Xn -> I implies condition (C) and therefore (C). The con
verse is clear. 

LEMMA 3.1. Let 8(, {£(„} satisfy (Al) and (A2). If condition (B) w «of sató-
Tzetìf, //ze# //zere w a form 23 0/ ra«fc one on V, bounded with respect to 8(, 
such that condition (C) fails to hold. 

PROOF. Let vneV,vn-^d x, vn ^%LB x' where x' ^ ex. Then ex = ax' 
+ |3>>, where 2(Lß(x', >>) = 0, yLLB(y) = 1, and ß = 9tLB(cx, y). We may assume 
ß z£ 0 (else choose any non-zero uQe V and replace vw, x, x' by v„ + Wo, 
x + u0, x' + UQ respectively). Let B be the bounded self-adjoint linear 
operator on XLB such that By — y and B = 0 on XLB — [y]. Define 
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«»(«, v) = 23(w, v) = 8tLÄ(2to, v), i/, v e K. 

Then 93 is bounded with respect to 2(Lß(with bound one) and is ofrank one. 
But 

23(x') = %LB(Bx\ X') = 0, 

while 

23(<x) = ytLB(Bcx, ex) = /35TLS( ,̂ ;x) = |/3|* ^ 0. 

Hence (C") and therefore (C) fails. 

REMARK 3.1. The non-negative form S constructed in the last example 
can be used to construct more complicated examples, as follows : 

Since 33 is of rank one, there is a decomposition V = V 4- [wo], where 
S3(w0) = 1 and 23(v', v) = 0 for all v' eV\ve V. Then 

X = X' + [i/0], *„ = X'n + [i/0], 

where X', X'n is the closure of V in X, Xw respectively. Let B, Bn be the 
bounded self-adjoint operator defined on X, Xn respectively by S3: 

S3(i/, v) = MB(2*Bi/, v) = 8l(Ä/, v) 

and g : X -• A", gw: A',, -> A^ be the projections along [w0]. 
Let X > 0 be the non-zero eigenvalue of S relative 8(, and let S3' be any 

real quadratic form on V which is completely continuous with respect to 
2(Lß (restricted to V) and is such that || S3' ||ÄLB g A/2. Extend 23' to Kby 
setting 

S'(v) = 23'(gv) = ^'(g»v) for all v G V, 

and define the new form 23 = 23 + 23' on V. Then {(23, S(„)} is an allow
able approximation to (23, SO on V, but the eigenvalues of 23 relative %n 

do not converge to those of 23 relative 8(. 
We combine the preceding results to obtain: 

THEOREM 3.1. Let 2(, {?!„} ^ / s / y (A 1) and {hi). If (B) fails, then there 
are real quadratic frms 23 on V and allowable approximations {(23„, 2Q} 
to (33, 91) on V such that the eigenvalues o/23„ relative $tn do not converge to 
those o/23 relative 9(. 

4. Applications to standard variational methods. In this section the 
results of the preceding sections are applied to obtain convergence criteria 
for the general types of variational approximation methods considered by 
Aronszajn in [5]. In each case one begins with a completely continuous 
problem coming from a pair (23, S() and constructs (completely continuous) 
approximating problems using pairs (23„, 9(w) whose eigenvalues approxi
mate those of the original problem. 
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For methods of the first kind (which includes the Rayleigh-Ritz and 
Weinstein methods) one can always take 8(L5 = 9(w = ?{, n = 0, 1,2,... and 
either 230 ^ S3i ^ ••• ^ 93 or 230 ^ S5i ^ ••• ^ 93. Thus conditions (Al), 
(A2), (A3) and (B) are automatically satisfied, and (A4) will hold provided 
only [14, Theorem 8.3.5]: 

(A4)' 23w(v) -* 9300 for all v G K 

This condition is therefore all that is needed to insure convergence of the 
approximating eigenvalues to the actual eigenvalues. 

For methods of the second kind, two cases are considered. In the first 
case 

8C0 ^ «i Z ... ^ «, S30 ^93i S ••• ^ 93. 

One may therefore take %LB = 3(, and conditions (A2) and (A3) are auto
matically satisfied. {(23w, 2IW)} will be an allowable approximation pro
vided only (Al) and (A4) hold, in which case (B) follows from Proposition 
2.3. Convergence of the approximating eigenvalues to the actual eigen
values is thus assured if one only chooses (23w, 2(„) to satisfy: 

(Al) SU»-+3((v) for all v G F, 

(A4) H S - S J L - O a s / i - o o . 

In the second case of methods of the second kind (which includes 
Aronszajn's method) one has 

S(o ^ 2ti ^ ... g 8T, 930 è » i è ..• è S-

One need only take %LB = % to satisfy (A2). Then {(23M, 2Q} will be an 
allowable approximation provided 

(Al) 2 U » -> 8t(v) for all v G V. 

(A3) 93 is completely continuous with respect to 8f0 on V. 

(A4) 1123 - » X - 0. 

If, in addition, 2f0 is equivalent to 21, condition (B) follows from Proposi
tion 2.4, and convergence of the approximating eigenvalues to the actual 
ones is assured. 

At this point we have recovered the convergence criteria established by 
Aronszajn in [5]. How the criteria can be satisfied for each method is 
further discussed there. In this paper Aronszajn asks whether, in the last 
case considered above, the condition that 8f0 >̂e equivalent to 2( is neces
sary. We shall show in the next section that it is not, but that some condi
tion (e.g., condition (B)) in addition to (Al), (A3), and (A4)) is necessary if 
the desired convergence of the eigenvalues is to hold in general. 
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5. Further investigation of Aronszajn's method. In Aronszajn's method, 
given the pair (23, 2() on V, a base pair (330, 2fo) is chosen so that 2f0 ^ 9(, 
23 ^ 330. In addition, 2[0

 ls chosen so that 23 is completely continuous with 
respect to 2f0 and so that 9( is quasi-bounded with respect to 8[0. Thus 

8((w, v) = 8(o(Lw, v) for all u, v e V, 

where L is a symmetric operator in X0 with dense domain V. 
To construct the intermediate problems one defines W = 8( — 3(0> 

and chooses a sequence {/?y} in K whose elements are linearly independent 
modulo the null space N of ?(' in V. Let Pn be the projection, orthogonal 
with respect to 2f, of Konto [pÌ9 ...,/?„]. 
Thus 

V = Nn 4- [/?i, ...,/>„], 

where 7VW = {v G K: 9C(W, /?y) = 0, / = 1, ..., n}, and Pn is the projection 
of V along Nw. 

Define 

«„(i/) = 8fo(w) + »'(/>„ «), n = 1,2,... 

Then Mo ^ «l ^ • •• ^ M, (A2) holds with 8TLB = 8T0, and (A3) holds. (Al) 
will hold provided the sequence { pj] is so chosen that 

(AT) V = N 4- span </?y> is dense in X. 

Analogously one defines 33' = 230 — 33 and the null space Nx of 33' in V, 
then chooses a sequence {qn} in V linearly independent modulo iVj. Let 

»„(") = ®o(«) - »'(On "), 

where (?„ is the projection, orthogonal with respect to 23', of V onto 
[qh ..., ?„]. Then 330 è 23i ^ ... ^ 23, and (A4) holds provided 

(A4') M + span <#y> is dense in X. 

If {pj}, [qj] are chosen to satisfy (AT) and (A4'), then {(33w, 2tJ} is an 
allowable approximation to (23, 2() on V. We wish to know when (B) is 
satisfied. 

First, note that since s/ is quasi-bounded with respect to j / 0 , it is closable 
in the Hilbert space X0 [14], and the mapping c of X into X0 is injective. 
Thus we may consider l a s a subset of X0 and £ as an embedding. More
over, L has a positive self-adjoint extension L0 with square root Lj/2 and 
domain @(L0) such that 

K' c K = S(L) c ®(Lo) c ^(LJ/2) = JT c JT0, 

Ä(JC, >>) = MLo *, y) for all x e @(L0), y e X, 

Sr(x, y) = 2To(̂ o/2 x, n / 2 y) for all jc, j e X 
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Note that, in view of (AT), V is a core of Zj/2. 
Next note that the eigenvalues of 93 relative to 3( and of 23w relative to 

S(w do not change if we replace V by the dense subspace V of X, nor does 
the discrete approximation of X by {Xn}. Thus condition (B) may be 
replaced by: 

(B') vn e V, vn ^d x, vn - ^ 0 x0 => x = x0. 

Moreover, 

LEMMA 5.1. Let vneV. Then vn-^d x if and only if{^in(vn)} is bounded 
and 8T(v„, v) -> S((x, v) for all v G V. 

(If v G V, then for all sufficiently large n, Pn v = v and 2(M(v„, v) = 
2t(v„, v).) Finally, 

THEOREM 5.1. IfL(V) is dense in X0, then condition (B') is satisfied. 

PROOF. Let vn G V\ vn ^d x9 vn -- ao x0. Then for all v e V 

%0(Lv, x) = 8t(v, x) = lim 8T(v, vn) = lim %(Lv, vn) = «0(Lv, x0), 

so that 2(o(£v> x — x0) = 0 for all v G V. Then x = x0, and the theorem 
is proved. 

Since Sf0(L0x, X) = 2((x) ^ SfoC*)» * G @(Lo), ^ o n a s a bounded inverse in 
X0. Therefore L(V) = L0(V

f) is dense if and only if V is a core of L0. 
Thus, if we only choose V to be a core of L0, both (AT) and (B') are 
satisfied, and the approximate eigenvalues obtained using Aronszajn's 
method converge to those of the original problem. One of Aronszajn's 
questions is now answered; i.e., it is not necessary to choose 2f0 equivalent 
to S( in order to insure the desired convergence. However, the following 
example shows that some condition is needed in addition to the allow
ability of {(S3n, SQ} with respect to (93, %). 

EXAMPLE. Let X0 be a separable Hilbert space with norm || • ||0, and L0 

be an unbounded self-adjoint operator with dense domain @(LQ) in X0 

and such that (L0x, x)0 ^ (1 + &)||x||§ for all x e X0. Let V be any subset 
of @(L0) which is a core of Lj/2 but not of L0, and L be the restriction of 
L0 to V. 

Define %(u) = \\u\\2
0, 8t(w, v) = W0(Lu, v), and W{u) = 8I(w) - %(u) 

for all v, u G V. Then 8( ^ (1 + fc)Sto, ST is equivalent to 2T (3T ^ 3t S 
(1 + l/kW), and X = @(L\/2) is a Hilbert space with norm 2((x)1/2 = 
2T0(^/2x)1/2, x G X 

Let {/7y} be any sequence in K which is orthonormal with respect to W 
and which is complete in X with respect to 8( (and 2T). Let F ' = span </?;> 
and construct the intermediate forms 8(M(w) = 3(o(w) 4- 2f ' ( ^ w ) according 
to Aronszajn's procedure. 
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Since L(V)is not dense in X0, there exists y0 # 0 such that 2t0(yo» Lv) = 
0 for all v e V. Let x0 = Mo"1^» where M0 = L0 - 1. (Note that W(x) 
= 2To(M0x, x) ^ ASToW for all x e @(MQ) = ^(L0) c X.) Then x0eX 
and 

(5.1) «OCPO, *) = «o(^o*o> *) = «'(*o, x) for all x G X. 

Choose a sequence {w„} in V such that wM -^ao y0 mX0. Then for all 
ve F', (5.1) implies that 

W(uni v) = 8T0(t/w, M0v) = «ofo, L0v) - 8(o(ww, v) 

- 9To(̂ o, Lv) - Myo, v) = -Sr(x0 , v). 

Using a standard diagonal process we choose a subsequence {vn} of {wM} 
such that 

(5.2) |8f'(v„, ^ ) l 2 ^ I «'(*<>, ^ ) l 2 + - i> w è / 

Using (5.2) we see easily that 

72 

^ E l«'(*o, />/)l2 + £ 4 - = «'(*<>) + ^-. 

Therefore 9(w(vw) = ST0(v„) + W(Pnvn) is bounded. 
Since also 

2J(vw, v) = a0(v„ Lv) -* 8r0(^0? Lv) = 0 for all v G V\ 

Lemma 5.1 implies that vn -»d 0. But vn -*ao j 0 ^ 0. Hence condition 
(B') fails. 

On the other hand, the choice of V insures that (AT) and (A2) hold. 
Thus Theorem 3.1 implies that there are forms 93 and allowable ap
proximations {(33w, 2C„)} to (23,%) such that the approximating eigenvalues 
do not converge to the actual ones. 

REMARK 5.1. Note in the preceding example that once V was chosen, 
there was no way to choose V so that (B') would hold; i.e., the failure 
of (B') did not depend on the particular choice of {pj}. 

REMARK 5.2. See Weinberger [23, Theorem 4.8.2] for other conditions 
which insure convergence of the approximating eigenvalues for Arons-
zajn's method. Notice that if condition (B') holds, then Weinberger's 
conditions are satisfied for every choice of 93. 

6. The Bazley distinguished choice. In order to compute the eigenvalues 
of the intermediate «th problem from those of the auxiliary problem one 
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investigates the zeros and poles of an associated perturbation deter
minant. In the case of Aronszajn's method this determinant is (with 23„ = 
23 for convenience) [5] [12] [23] [24]: 

(6.1) W(X) = det{3(o((i?o - A/)-* MPi - i- /v, MPj)}9 

where B0, M are operators in X0 defined by 23(w, v) = %(B0u, v), W(u, v) = 
^{Mu, v) for all w, v e V, and /, j= 1, ..., «. 

Although the auxiliary problem is chosen so that (B0 — ÀI)~X Mp{ is 
known, it may, e.g., be known only in the form of an infinite series, and 
finding zeros and poles of W(X) may be quite difficult. The idea of Bazley's 
distinguished choice [7] [23] is to choose Mp; = xh where {xy} is an 
orthonormal sequence in Z0 of eigenvectors of BQ. Then W(X) can be re
placed by the simpler determinant 

(6.2) W(X) = det{Aßf(p»Pj) - K8ij + »'(/>*/>/))}, 

where X{ is the eigenvector of B0 corresponding to x{. However, there 
remains the question convergence of the approximating eigenvalues. For 
cases where the convergence properties cannot easily be deduced using 
ad hoc measures, we offer the following modifications : 

Choose e, 0 < e < 1, and replace 8[0 by %= (1 - e) $t0; i.e., use 
(23, %) to define the auxiliary problem to (23, ST) instead of (S3, %). Then 
ST, BQ, M are replaced by W = W + e%, B0 = B0/(l - a), and M = 
(M + «s)/(l — e). We assume that {xj} is a complete orthonormal set of 
eigenvectors of B0 in X0 (and therefore of BQ). M is invertible, and we 
may define pj = pj(e) = M~lXj, j = 1,2, ..., and the associated forms 8(M 

following Aronszajn's method. Then V = span </?;> will be a core of 
M, and conditions (AT) and (B') will hold. The associated Weinstein-
Aronszajn determinant for the nth approximation is 

We(X) = detj^-A-- [«'(/>,, Pj) + e %{ph Pj)] 

- À [5ij + W(ph pj) + eWoiPi, pj)Yj , Uj = 1, ..., n. 

which, although more complicated than (6.2), is easier to handle than 
(6.1). Moreover it yields approximate eigenvalues (not the same as those 
obtained from (6.2) of course) which are sure to converge to those of 23 
relative % as n ->oo. 

7. Special cases and variations. In this section we consider the special 
case that 5((w v) = {Au, v)0, where A is a (positive) self-adjoint operator 
in a Hilbert space ^ 0 with domain V = <2>{A) c ^ 0 . Similarly, 9t0(

w> v) = 
(A0u, v)o, where A0 is a self-adjoint operator with bounded inverse in jf0, 
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and so chosen that V c @(AQ) and 0 ^ 8T0(w) ^ 8f(") f o r a11 u e V. 
Then 21 is quasi-bounded with respect to 3f0 with L = v^M. 

For this situation we will consider two methods—Aronszajn's method 
and the Bazley-Fox variation of Aronszajn's method. In each case we 
shall show how the intermediate forms (än may be so chosen that (AT) 
and (B') are satisfied. Thus, if S3 satisfies (A3), and if the forms 23w are 
chosen to satisfy (A4), then Theorem 2.1 will apply. 

For Aronszajn's method we make use of the results of section 5. Speci
fically, we define intermediate forms 2fw using Aronszajn's method and a 
sequence {pj] in V, linearly independent modulo the null space N of 2T, 
such that V — N + span < pj} is dense in V with respect to the norm 
2(1/2, and such that A(V) is dense in ^ 0 . Clearly, (AT) is satisfied. More
over, given any x0 e X0, v0 = A0x0 e 34? 0>

 anc* there is a sequence {vn} in 
V such that Avn -+#>Qy0. But then Lvn = AQ1 Avn -^^ox0. Thus L(V) is 
dense in X0, and condition (B') is satisfied. 

As an example, consider the case that A is an elliptic linear differential 
operator of order 2m on V = P2m(Q) fi P™(0), where Q is a bounded 
domain in R^ with smooth boundary (see [1] [2] [3] for properties of spaces 
Pa of Bessel Potentials and for specific conditions on Q and A). We assume 
in addition that S((w, v) = (Au, v)Lz defines S( as a positive definite quad
ratic form equivalent to the Pm norm on V and such that A~l : L2(Q) -> V 
viewed as a mapping of L2(Q) into P2m(Q), is bounded. 

Let A0 be an elliptic differential operator of order 2m0 ^ 2m on V0 = 
P2mÌQ) fi PIMP), s u c h that 3t0(w, v) = (A0u, v)L2 defines a positive definite 
quadratic form equivalent to the Pm norm on VQ and such that AQ1: 
L2(Q) -+ VQCZ P2mo(Q). Also assume that 21 is quasi-bounded with respect 
to2T0and2i £ «o-

Choose a sequence {/?;} in Fas in section 5 such that V = N 4- span 
</*,-> is dense in V with respect to the P2m norm. Then V is dense in F with 
respect to the Pm norm and therefore with respect to the norm 2(1/2. 
Moreover, if x e L2(Q), then there is a sequence {v„} in V such that 

vn ~pm A~lx e V. 

Then Avn -> x, so A(V') is dense in L2(Q). It follows that the forms 2f„, 
defined using {pj}9 are such that (AT) and (Br) hold. 

Finally, we consider the Bazley-Fox variation of Aronszajn's method, 
applied to the situation described in the first paragraph of this section [8] 
[23] [24]. This method requires that the form 2T = 8Ï - 2f0 be expres
sible as 

8t'(w, v) = (Cu, Cv)u u,veV, 

where C is a linear transformation from 34?0 into a second Hilbert space 
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Jf !. It is further assumed that V c ^(C) , and that C has an adjoint C* : 
J^I -+ J^Q defined by 

(Cx, j>)i = (*> C*y)0 for all x G ^(C) , J> G ®(C*). 

Choose a sequence {/?y} in K, linearly independent modulo the null 
space Nof C, and let Qn be the orthogonal projection of « ^ onto[Q? l5..., 
Cpn]. Define 

«*(*) = «<>(") + WQnCuW^ for all 1/ G V. 

ThenO ^ 8T0(«) ^ 8îi(w) ^ ... £ 8T(i/). 
Suppose we can choose {/?_,-} so that V = N -\- span </?y> is dense in 

V, that ^(K')is dense in A", that C{V) c 0(C*), and that C(K')is dense in 
j f !. (This is always possible if C(V) is a subspace of £^(C*) dense in J^J . ) 
Then 

8rn(M, v) = (040 + C*ÔBC)w, v)o for all u, v e V, 

where An = A0 4- C*Ö«C *s a finite dimensional perturbation of A0 (see 
[6]). 

The choice of V insures that (AT) holds and that Lemma 5.1 still applies. 
Suppose {vn} is a sequence in V such that vn -*dx, vn -*%0XQ. Then for 
all y G jfQ, 

(v„, jOo = 8(o(v„, Jo) -+ # o(*o, Jo) = Oo, j)o, 

where y0 = A$ly G @(AQ); i.e., vw - ^ 0 x0. But then for all v G V, 

(x, Av)o = ST(x, v) = lim 8f(vn, v) = lim (vM, ̂ v)0 = (x0, 4v)0, 
w n 

so x = JC0. Therefore (B') and (B) hold for this approximation scheme. 
It is hoped that the examples of this section and of section 4, 5, and 6 

illustrate how the conditions of section 3 can be used to choose approxi
mating problems so that the desired convergence of the approximating 
eigenvalues is achieved. 
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